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Dear readers,
As the semester begins the slow crawl towards academic crunch time, remember Arc has a variety of support channels to ensure you’re trouble free during this period. Check out the support section of the web for help and professional advice regarding any difficulties or stress you might be experiencing.

On another note, the Roundhouse will be closing for renovations in July. So, I’d encourage you to get down and commemorate the old building as it is and be a part of the farewell and celebration events planned before the doors shut.

Cheers,
Tom

Gather round Thronie homies, this week’s issue is all about Game of Thrones. As a non-watcher even I’ve heard about the violence (and the incest) that makes the show famous. Hit up Game of Thrones Trivia at Roundhouse to fangirl/boy over Jon Snow and show off that STARK knowledge (p.17). First step to becoming a GOT expert, check out our interview with GOT Soc on p.13.

If you’d rather give Game of Thrones the ‘Littlefinger’, satisfy your taste buds and head to the Student Cookbook Launch for free food and a guest chef appearance (p.17).

Inside the mag we’ve got an interview with Randa Abdel-Fattah in preparation for the Sydney Writers’ Festival and an interview with comedian, Hannah Gadsby (p.8).

Watch out Thronies, the web is dark and full of spoilers.

Cheers,
Eden
CLOTHES SWAP

WEEK 11  WED 18 MAY
FROM 12 - 4PM

DROP CLOTHES AT
ROUNDHOUSE RECEPTION 9AM-5PM
CLOTHES MUST BE CLEAN, IRONED AND IN GOOD CONDITION

UNSWROUNDHOUSE.COM FOR MORE INFO
Jean Kearney

You’re cooking dinner for your date. What do you make?
Gourmet tuna sandwiches.

What is your go-to study snack?
Apples with peanut butter.

Your best idea for a dating app?
Muffinder – like Tinder, but for someone who’ll buy me a choc chip muffin.

LAW

You’re cooking dinner for your date. What do you make?
Pizza from scratch because it’s fun to make with someone else. It also tells you a lot about the other person’s willingness to compromise on toppings.

What is your go-to study snack?
Coffee and honey on toast, or just chocolate if I’m desperately stressed.

Sarah Wu

You’re cooking dinner for your date. What do you make?
A creamy pasta salad and a good steak. I don’t think that will go wrong…

What Games of Thrones house would you belong to?
I had to ask a friend, they told me the House of Stark because it’s for the kind-hearted.

What is your go-to study snack?
My go-to study snack is probably banana bread. As lame as that choice sounds, I think any baked good will do.

Your best idea for a dating app?
An app that just lists a person’s favourite TV shows. That alone should tell you enough about your compatibility.

What Games of Thrones character are you?
I’ve been told I’m like the one that Natalie Dormer plays. I hope that’s a good thing!

Madeleine De Leon

You’re cooking dinner for your date. What do you make?
I’m not the best cook but I usually make a basic tofu dish if I’m left to fend for myself.

What Games of Thrones house would you belong to?
I would be in House Tyrell because I identify with what they stand for even though I’m not a big Margaery fan.

What is your go-to study snack?
My go-to study snack is probably banana bread. As lame as that choice sounds, I think any baked good will do.

Your best idea for a dating app?
Maybe a crystal ball dating app of sorts? One that would determine what your future is with each of your potential suitors.

What Games of Thrones character are you?
Arya Stark because she’s self-reliant and looks about 12 years old.

Paige McGrath

You’re cooking dinner for your date. What do you make?
Pizza from scratch because it’s fun to make with someone else. It also tells you a lot about the other person’s willingness to compromise on toppings.

What is your go-to study snack?
Coffee and honey on toast, or just chocolate if I’m desperately stressed.

Your best idea for a dating app?
An app that just lists a person’s favourite TV shows. That alone should tell you enough about your compatibility.

What Games of Thrones character are you?
I’ve been told I’m like the one that Natalie Dormer plays. I hope that’s a good thing!

PAIGE MCGRATH MEDIA (COMMUNICATIONS & JOURNALISM)

Wrote Blitz Debates p.14

Wrote Game of Scopes p.15

Wrote What’s On Sydney p.22

Wrote Book Review p.28

MADELAINE DE LEON MUSIC/ARTS

You’re cooking dinner for your date. What do you make?
I usually make a basic tofu dish if I’m left to fend for myself.

What Games of Thrones house would you belong to?
I would be in House Tyrell because I identify with what they stand for even though I’m not a big Margaery fan.

What is your go-to study snack?
My go-to study snack is probably banana bread. As lame as that choice sounds, I think any baked good will do.

Your best idea for a dating app?
Maybe a crystal ball dating app of sorts? One that would determine what your future is with each of your potential suitors.

What Games of Thrones character are you?
Arya Stark because she’s self-reliant and looks about 12 years old.

Wrote Game of Scopes p.15

Wrote What’s On Sydney p.22

JEAN KEARNEY LAW

You’re cooking dinner for your date. What do you make?
Maybe avo toast. I don’t want to poison my date and hopefully I can make up for it later “winky face”.

What is your go-to study snack?
Coffee and anything that’s easy to scavenge. Preferably sugar loaded.

Your best idea for a dating app?
Definitely something that involves a fight to the death. Medieval romance had it right.

What Games of Thrones character are you?
Gotta love sword wielding, honour bound, tomboyish Brienne of Tarth. That, or more realistically, one of the peasants who gets murdered along the way.

Would you ever go on a dating app?
I can’t decide whether I’d prefer to be judged to my face in person or online without my knowledge. So far, to my face has always won out.
Beyoncé released Lemonade and the Internet is still searching for “Becky with the good hair”. The hunt for the woman who Jay Z cheated on Beyoncé with is slowly turning into a troll fest. Brb, logging off indefinitely.

Here at Blitz we suffer from a serious case of puppy love. But new scientific studies show that dogs dislike being cuddled. Stop with the puppy eyes, step away from your pooch and settle for petting them because according to science, hugging increases their stress levels.

Obama pulled an actual mic drop at his last White House Correspondents’ Dinner. Whatever your political views, you can’t deny you’ll miss Obama’s sick BERNs on Bernie Sanders. Hillary Clinton was also pushed into the BARRACKs when Obama said that Hillary appealing to young voters is like an aunty sending pokes on Facebook. Ouch!

RAMIN DJAWADI- GAMES OF THRONES SOUNDTRACK
Instrumental and heart pounding, riveting and valiant, it’s the soundtrack that keeps the TV series we love to pirate, Games of Thrones, going!

BON IVER- FLUME
Sweet and acoustically endearing, Bon her will be at our shores at Vivid Sydney 2016 to play this beautiful masterpiece.

BJÖRK- LIONSONG
A very sensual song with chills going down your spine, ‘Lionsong’ is not everyone’s cup of tea but Björk sure impresses with her soprano voice.

With the release of the teaser trailer for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, you better get your popcorn ready. (Disclaimer: this is a stand-alone film, not related to the Star Wars series).

The Conjuring 2: The Enfield Experiment is coming out in June. Uni is scary enough already we don’t need more nightmares.

Get nostalgic with The BFG, an adaption of Roald Dahl’s classic children’s story directed by Steven Spielberg.

Splendour is sold out and we’re all crying on the inside.

Jon Snow and Ygritte are together in real-life and they’re adorable. Nuff said

Exam period is coming up fast and we’re all spending double the cash on coffee.
Fake it for the gram

When you fake a picture to get liked on Instagram.

By beckham93 (February 04, 2016)

UNSW Love Letters

27 April at 18:50

#11218

Dear Cl.87,

You are officially as cold as my ex’s cheating heart.

Like  Comment  Share

Social Stalker

YouTube:
The Late Late Show with James Corden

The stunt doubles for Tom Hardy and Charlize Theron in the film Mad Max: Fury Road fell in love on set and got married.

In the Disney film, Sleeping Beauty, Aurora only gets 18 whole lines of dialogue and just 18 minutes of screen time.

Cherophobia is a fear of happiness.

Booknook

Still Alice
by Lisa Genova

Alice Howland is a 50-year-old cognitive psychology professor at Harvard, a loving wife and a devoted mother. She is diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer’s disease and her memory will soon be erased. So grab a box of tissues and some chocolate because this book is an addictive page-turner.

random facts

The stunt doubles for Tom Hardy and Charlize Theron in the film Mad Max: Fury Road fell in love on set and got married.

In the Disney film, Sleeping Beauty, Aurora only gets 18 whole lines of dialogue and just 18 minutes of screen time.

Cherophobia is a fear of happiness.

Website: Music-Map.com

If you’re looking for some new tunes but don’t want to edge out of your comfort zone, head to Music-Map.com. Simply type in an artist you like and the site will do the hard work for you, mapping out other artists that you’ll dig based on your selection.
DON’T BE PUT OFF IF YOU DON’T MAKE A BIG SPLASH RIGHT AWAY. SOME OF THE BEST VOICES TAKE MORE TIME TO BREW.

Hannah Gadsby is known for her charming awkwardness on stage. She’s a stand-up comedian that was once an art curator. Now Hannah busies herself by petitioning to be Ruby Rose’s understudy on Twitter and touring around Australia, making the country laugh.

How do you come up with new material?
I always go with what I’m thinking about. I don’t go on a massive search for new material, a lot of it is to do with panic as deadlines loom and you latch onto things. I’ve got the type of brain that’s just going constantly and it’s constantly moving.

Does improvisation play a big part in your comedy?
Nope, not for me. I’m a muller. The quick things that happen on stage happen at the spur of the moment, but those are mostly nestled into a longer thought. The distance between my brain and my mouth is actually quite a long way and it’s not a straight line.

Do you feel as if comedy is largely a boy’s club?
Well, it’s really cracking open; especially with this year’s festival the most exciting acts are women and more liberal acts. The audiences are getting quite savvy and people are getting bored of the angry white man giving opinions.

What made you divert from being an art curator?
I couldn’t get a job, I was hopeless at it. There was no path, I had a dream I studied art history, as I love art but that industry is a very professional industry and I’m not a very professional person.

Do you have a favourite country to play at?
I’ve been loving regional Australia as the audiences there are getting more and more savvy, but I love The Theatre Royal in Hobart. It’s beautiful, it’s my favourite.

Do you have any advice for aspiring comedians?
Don’t hurry and don’t be put off if you don’t make a big splash right away. Some of the best voices take more time to brew.

RAPID FIRE

PAINT OR CLAY?
Clay.
FRIDA KAHLO OR CINDY SHERMAN?
Frida Kahlo.
TIME TRAVEL OR TELEPORTATION?
Teleportation.

Can you provide us with a little background on yourself?
I've written 10 books and I've got another one coming out this year. My books are really my own sort of intervention into literature and popular culture, trying to change and challenge dominant narratives about racism, about multiculturalism and human rights. I've also worked as a lawyer for 10 years and have always been passionate about human rights. Right now I've almost finished my PhD looking at Islamophobia, and my plan is to just keep writing.

What has writing revealed to you about the world?
That there is so much power and so much threat in words, particularly when they're spoken by people who are from minorities who are expected to behave in a certain way, speak in a certain way. There's great strength in being able to use your words when you have so little power otherwise. I find that really uplifting and validating, to have someone from across the world write to you and say you've validated their experience or you've opened up their hearts and minds.

What are you most excited to be working on currently?
I actually just finished a book which will be published this year. It was inspired by some of my PhD research into Islamophobia. It's a narrative called When Michael Meets Mina. It's about a boy who's around 17 and he's growing up in a family where his parents are opposed to refugees and Muslims and multiculturalism, so they start a political organisation and he meet this girl who's a refugee from Afghanistan and she's on scholarship, going to school at north shore Sydney. It looks at issues of racism and class in Sydney. It looks at questioning the values, dogma and discourse that gets passed on to you from your family, how standing up to that requires courage but also how the majority of society needs to wake up to their own prejudices and be reflective. It was great fun to write.

You're speaking with Suad Amiry at the event Revisiting Home: Palestinian Stories at the Sydney Writers' Festival. Can you tell us what you'll be discussing?
I know Suad because I did a book tour with her in Egypt. I adore Suad and admire her work greatly, because my own father is Palestinian. Being able to read stories about Palestinians and what is happening there, that's so important because it sheds light on the human dimensions of the occupation. For me personally that really means a lot because my own father's land is in Palestine and my family are forbidden to go there. She's really somebody not to be missed because she gives the most amazing insight into human costs of the occupation. But she does it with humour and that's a real treat.

CATCH UP ON GAME OF THRONES
By Charlotte Goodsir

The bodies from the season five finale are barely even cold, but finally our favourite sexy, incestuous and nail-biting show is back! That's right Game of Thrones is coming at ya and we are ready to forget all about our readings and binge.

KING'S LANDING
Margaery and Loras were imprisoned by the High Sparrow after admitting to ‘immoral acts’ and Tommen proved useless, yet not as irritating as his (deceased) brother. Cersei was also imprisoned for incest, but she was released after agreeing to walk naked through King's Landing, where people threw stuff at her. Sansa is still irritating and irrational.

MEEREEN
Daenerys' rule in Meereen has been difficult and turbulent to say the least. Early in the season she lost Ser Barristan and later in the season she lost her betrothed Hizdahr zo Loraq. Good thing Jonah Mormont and Tyrion returned to join her squad.

During an assassination attempt, Daenerys flies off on the back of a dragon and ends up surrounded by the Dothraki. Tyrion is left in charge of the city. What could possibly go wrong?

THE NORTH
In the North, the White Walkers are back and they brought company! Unfortunately, a number of the Crows are still peeved about sharing space with the Wildlings. Like we get it, we’ve all had bad roommates.

JON SNOW
If you watched the season five finale, you probably already know that Jon Snow was stabbed and left to die by members of the Night’s Watch, but I have learnt that R.R. Martin is a manipulative writer that wants to ruin my life, so he is probably still alive. While the show runners and Kit Harington have both said that Jon Snow is dead, Harington has been spotted heading to Belfast where the HBO drama shoots. In addition, he hasn’t been listed as a “fallen character” by HBO and his hair is remarkably long for an actor who never loved to maintain his Game of Thrones haircut.

Another character plot everyone seemed to forget about is Bran and (the best character in the whole series) Hodor, who have seemed to find a nice tropical island to live happily on because they have been MIA.

Sydney-born author of ‘Does My Head Look Big In This?’, Randa Abdel-Fattah, will feature in the upcoming Sydney Writers’ Festival this May.

In light of that, Blitz had a quick chat with her last week before the interview was hilariously interrupted by a breathalyser test.
Couch potatoes, homies too lazy to shop for new clothes and plainly lackadaisical peeps, I’ve got your back! It’s time to get some fresh vintage finds and to say “bye” to your boring clothes when you could’ve spent your cash filling your tummy with a Golden Gaytime instead. Despite the bad life choices that you have made, here are some effortless tips to make the best out of your lazy clothes swapping experience at Roundhouse May 18!

**TIP 1: Shoulder to shoulder**
You may not have the privilege of a changing room during your clothes swapping escapade. So, in such an unfortunate event, use the ‘shoulder to shoulder’ method. Place your desired top against your shoulder and see how it fits. Be sure that the shoulder line of the shirt fits nicely against yours.

**TIP 2: Waistlines**
Even if you’re an hourglass, apple or pear shape, you have a waistline. Which means if you are picking a top or a dress that may exhibit more body fitting qualities, you will have to consider how it will fit on your waistline. Make sure that it sits well and does not stick out oddly, making you look like a tent. Leave the tent tendencies for your next camping trip.

**TIP 3: Materials**
If the item that you pick is made of an elastic-like, stretchy material, be sure that it has not been overstretched and has gone loose. You want your outfit to fit you like a glove and not make you look like you went to the pregnancy section to shop.

**TIP 4: Hems**
Always check the hem of your clothes that you pick. Be sure that the hem line has been sewn neatly and that the ends are not frayed or broken. If they are, chances are, the clothes will not hold together for long. Which means that it is better junked than treasured.

**TIP 5: Stain check**
Stains are dreadful horrors that should not exist. So to avoid looking like you were a five-year-old who couldn’t eat like a normal human being and ended up with more food on your shirt than on your plate, scan your top for any such stains.

**TIP 6: Zippers**
If there is a zipper present, it becomes the most vital part of your clothes. It is the bridge that pulls the two ends together so others don’t have to know that you’re more H&M instead of Calvin Klein under your wannabe faux “True Religion” jeans. So check if the zipper runs smoothly or that it isn’t broken.

**TIP 7: Don’t pick jeans**
It’s already a wild guess that your newly swapped clothes will fit you but it’s harder making sure that jeans will. Buying jeans will be a waste of your time and effort, so avoid picking them for the swap.

**TIP 8: Think twice**
Because you’re already lazy to begin with, you may exhibit the tendency to go for the first and most striking piece of outfit that catches your eye. But no, you must resist and think twice. Use that extra brain effort to consider whether that very top that grabbed your attention does not make you look like a stop sign at a crossing. Just because it caught your attention doesn’t mean it looks nice. Reconsider.
Are you the headstrong Arya, unflinchingly honest like Jon Snow, or downright hilarious like Tyrion?

Discover for yourself…

You’re travelling back into the real world from Westeros and can only bring one thing. You choose:

A Alcohol
B A family heirloom
C A dragon egg
D A light, thin sword
E A direwolf to guide your way

Where is your happy place?

A A place of indulgence
B Atop a hill so you can feel commanding
C Deep in the wilderness
D Someplace foreign for self-discovery
E Somewhere simple but functional

Above all else, you have:

A A wicked sense of humour
B A desire to prove yourself
C A strong will balanced with the need to be fair
D A sharp tongue
E Integrity

What’s your biggest fear?

A Realising there’s nothing left to live for
B Losing a family member
C Failing those who count on you
D Not knowing who you really are
E Feeling helpless

Someone accidentally leaves a bag of gold behind at an inn. You:

A Spend it at the bar if they don’t return
B Bribe someone with it
C Return it while assessing their character
D Only take it if absolutely necessary
E Immediately run after them, bag in hand

Pick the quote you connect with most.

A “Never forget what you are. The rest of the world will not.”
B “If you ever call me sister again, I’ll have you strangled in your sleep.”
C “It takes courage to admit fear and to admit a mistake.”
D “Nothing isn’t better or worse than anything. Nothing is just nothing.”
E “He would do whatever is right no matter what.”

Mostly A: Tyrion Lannister
You have a great (and inappropriate) sense of humour, using your fierce wit to dodge bullets. However, while capable of greatness, you also tend to act impulsively.

Mostly B: Cersei Lannister
Always trying to prove yourself, you like to think you’re the only one stepping up to the plate. You’re always ready to hit back after taking a fall.

Mostly C: Daenerys Targaryen
Perhaps after being repressed from childhood, you’re now a force of nature. But you also have a sensitive side, balancing strength with fairness in life.

Mostly D: Arya Stark
You’re headstrong and outspoken but somewhat lost. You’ve experienced much that makes you question who you are and you’re still on that journey.

Mostly E: Jon Snow
You’re fiercely loyal yet honest to a fault. While you struggle with inner conflict, you ultimately do what you think is right.
Arc MEMBERS PURCHASE A CORE RANGE HOODIE DURING WEEK 12 AND GET $5 OFF

TOP OF BASSER STEPS MORVEN BROWN BUILDING (C20)
gradgift.arc.unsw.edu.au
Fearing that winter was coming, Blitz conspired with Ahsan and Shahib of the Game of Thrones society. Beware, spoilers below.

Can you please tell us about how GOTSoc came into being?

Oaj, who is our treasurer, and I (Ahsan) were at O-Week last year. We went past nerd societies like Lord of the Rings and Star Wars; we connected the dots and decided that we should have a Game of Thrones society. We went right then to the Arc office.

Which one do you prefer; the book or the TV series?

For me (Ahsan), it is the book. I always say that the difference between watching the TV show and reading the book is like hearing the story from a friend rather than actually being there. It is just that much more detailed.

When does the GOTSoc meet?

On the weekly basis, we have our Monday screenings. We will have other social events this semester at the Roundhouse, maybe a BBQ. The main idea behind the society is to provide a forum so that fans can meet other fans, rather than just watching individually.

What is your advice to newbie fans looking to get into the show? Do they leave their emotional attachments outside the door?

Be prepared for a roller coaster. When I first started watching, I did not expect it to be that intense. There are a lot of dark themes that no other TV shows explore. I was very surprised; I was like ‘Is this right? Are they allowed to do this?”

(Spoiler Alert) What do you think will happen to Jon Snow?

There are so many fan theories at this point but if they don’t resurrect him, there wouldn’t be a protagonist. There is no point in telling the story of Jon Snow if there is no Jon Snow. He definitely has a bigger role to play.

RAPID FIRE

FAVOURITE CHARACTER?
Daenerys Targaryen.

WHERE WOULD YOU KEEP A DRAGON ON CAMPUS?
I’d just use it to fly to upper campus, I wouldn’t have to walk.

LION, WOLF OR DRAGON?
Lion.

YOUR FOOLPROOF STRATEGY AGAINST SPOILERS?
Don’t tell anyone you are watching it or they’ll say “Are you up to this part?” and reveal the main thing.

GOTSoc have weekly Monday Screenings. Head to facebook.com/groups/gotsoc to find out more.
Blitz caught up Hannah Farrell who’s on exchange in Madrid. She made us envious of life in Spain, where it’s socially acceptable to nap in the daytime and party til late.

What university do you go to in Madrid? Universidad Carlos III de Madrid.

Why did you decide on Madrid for exchange? Madrid actually wasn’t my first exchange preference. I took French at UNSW so I wanted to go to France. When I received my nomination I was a little disappointed but I had travelled to Spain previously and really enjoyed it, so I have absolutely zero regrets being on exchange here.

Was it hard to adjust to the siesta? I still go to shops or areas of Madrid and only realise once I’ve arrived and see the closed shops that it’s siesta time, so that’s sometimes annoying, but it’s definitely not hard to get used to taking a nap every afternoon!

What’s been the biggest challenge you’ve faced while on exchange? I was put into the hospital when I first arrived in Madrid. Six months later I still don’t quite know what was wrong with me because the doctors didn’t speak English. So being away from home and having no knowledge of the language was tough at that time.

How is Madrid different from Sydney? The two cities are totally different in every way! Everything in the Spanish culture happens so much later, people eat dinner around 10pm and the night doesn’t begin before 1am. Madrid is also way more relaxed and slow-paced than Sydney which means life is basically about having a good time, but it can be a nightmare if you actually have anything important or administrative to do!

How’s your Spanish? Do you have to speak Spanish at all? ¡Sí! ¿Qué pasa? I spoke absolutely zero Spanish when I left for exchange but I’ve been taking classes since I arrived. I feel like I’m improving a lot because I’m basically forced to use Spanish every day because English isn’t widely spoken at all.

What do you think of Spanish food? Well as a celiac vegetarian, the Spanish staple diet of bread and jamón aren’t really ideal but I could eat patatas bravas and paella con verduras for days.

What’s been your favourite tourist activity? It’s not exactly a tourist activity but a definite highlight has been taking flamenco dance classes at one of the most famous flamenco schools in all of Spain.

Any tips for students going on exchange? I would say for people going on exchange to countries with cultures that are so different, like Spain, it can be frustrating when things are slow, but we need to realise it can’t be changed by one Australian exchange student, so just relax and go with whatever happens — everything eventually works out.

RAPID FIRE QUESTIONS

Valencia or Barcelona? Valencia is beautiful but nowhere beats Barcelona.

Finish this sentence: Madrid is… A city that knows how to live, eat, siesta, fiesta, repeat.

Your favourite fiesta? So far it would have to be La Tomatina (the tomato throwing festival).

Fiesta or siesta? Fiesta!

¡Hola! Does the idea of fiestas and sangria excite you? Find out more about student exchange at student.unsw.edu.au/exchange.
Having been vegan for more than five months now, I’ve realised there is a vegan substitute for everything: sausages, ham, leather, dating websites.

Admittedly, it does sound a little exclusive but then again, most vegans are. In the creator’s defense, they’ve given it a pretty catchy name: Lettuce Love. Their slogan? ‘Beetroot to your heart’. Beat that, meat eaters.

Even though vegans don’t go fishing, there’s always a catch. This time it’s that you can only pay for 10 free messages before you have to start throwing your cash at the site. Only then will 10% of your cash go towards animal charities.

If you aren’t ready to give up your morning coffee change just yet, don’t worry. Just because you’re vegan doesn’t mean you have to love being in a PEAR. Instead of using the site for the purpose of dating, you can check out its blog which discusses all things vegan. There are photos of animals, tips on how to keep up your vegan lifestyle and some super FRUITY pickup lines like “ORANGE you glad we met?” and “CHICKPEAS be mine” (not as good of a pun but we appreciate the effort).

In other news, it’s that time of the year again — that’s right, it’s the launch of Arc’s annual Student Cookbook. To celebrate, there will be a launch party on May 25, Week 12. Food lovers, this is your jam.
Game Of Thrones Trivia

FREE THIS TUES 6PM
Register Now unswroundhouse.com

Roundhouse encourages the Responsible Service of Alcohol. 18+ only. Valid identification required upon entry.
**BETTER THAN STUDYING**

**GAME OF THRONES TRIVIA**

By Harry Thomas

Know your Jon from your Oberyon? Jeor from Gregor?

Then the Roundhouse is the house for you (Motto: Good friends always tip).

Game of Thrones Trivia is hitting the Roundy this week and you don’t need to be a Lannister to afford this one, it’s a FREE event. Need a quick run through of last season? The Lannisters owe enough money to foreign banks to make even the largest of HECS debts look like small change. Daenerys is finding out that holding onto her power is as hard as holding onto a decent WAM. And Tyrion did what a lot of us feel like around exam times: get the hell out!

The seasons still take longer than an Iron Throne reign to hit our screens. So celebrate the wait being over with a hearty match of Game of Thrones Trivia. Head to the Roundhouse and grab a $9 schnitty before you go to war (not from the Riverlands though).

If you’ve got a mind sharper than a Valyrian steel blade, a better head on your shoulders than Ned Stark, or can tell your Harrenhal from Hordor, this is the trivia for you!

WHERE: Roundhouse (18+ only)

WHEN: Tuesday May 17, 6pm

COST: FREE!

MORE INFO: arc.unsw.edu.au/roundhouse

VERDICT: Winter is coming.

---

**COOKBOOK LAUNCH**

By Charlotte Goodisir

Roundhouse is hosting the official (a)launch of the 2016 Student Cookbook. The cookbook is written, edited and dished up by UNSW students, focusing on Food from the Heart. We will be raisin’ the roof from 11am-1pm, where you get to try dishes that walnut fail to disappoint your MasterChef-educated palettes. (HINT: FREE FOOD!)

There will be cooking demonstrations and a talk by food writer, curator and restaurant critic, Jill Duplex. They will also be announcing the winner of the hamper and cooking class prize. It’s kind of a big dill, so you butter swing by, sample culinary delights and pick up your free copy of the book. Take your thyme reading through these heartfelt recipes and give them a fry yourself at home.

WHERE: Roundhouse

WHEN: Wednesday May 25, 11am-1pm

COST: FREE!

MORE INFO: arc.unsw.edu.au/read/student-cookbook

VERDICT: An eggcellent event.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>MAY 16</th>
<th>MAY 17</th>
<th>MAY 18</th>
<th>MAY 19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MON</strong></td>
<td><strong>MON</strong></td>
<td><strong>TUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>WED</strong></td>
<td><strong>THU</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bible Studies</strong></td>
<td>11am, 12pm, 1pm and 2pm @ Quad Lawn</td>
<td><strong>Flea Markets</strong></td>
<td>10am-5pm @ Main Walkway/Red Centre</td>
<td><strong>Bible Studies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free Ping Pong</strong></td>
<td>2-8pm @ Roundhouse</td>
<td><strong>KaitSoc: Knitters Circle</strong></td>
<td>11am-1pm @ Quad Lawn</td>
<td><strong>Falun Dafa: Meditation Class</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you a chopper or a blocker? Bats to the ready.</td>
<td><strong>Bible Studies</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nothing’s more relaxing than having a YARN with your friends.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reduce all that exam stress and anxiety. Clear you mind, relax and feel the calm.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clothes Swap and Book Exchange</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Dance Society: Dance Class</strong></td>
<td>4.50pm @ Arc Dance Studio</td>
<td><strong>Bible Studies</strong></td>
<td>11am and 2pm @ Quad Lawn</td>
<td><strong>Clothes Swap and Book Exchange</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5</td>
<td><strong>Falun Dafa: Meditation Class</strong></td>
<td><strong>Big Gay Wedding</strong></td>
<td>12pm @ Library Lawn</td>
<td><strong>Calling all book-worms, fashionistas, hoarders and bargain hunters, the Roundhouse needs your! Find items the 10 best items you’re ok to part with and trade your freshly laundered clothes for Tokens at Arc. With these precious tokens you have a gander at the swap and pick out what you like. Forget shopping, get swapping!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4.50pm @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>Free Poker</strong></td>
<td>5pm @ UniBar, Roundhouse</td>
<td><strong>Theatreports</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You’ve gotten through the first two days of the week. You deserve a drink!</td>
<td><strong>Big Gay Moot</strong></td>
<td><strong>A good night is on the CARDS.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Grab a room of up to eight people, head to the Roundhouse and get the games begin.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Free Pool</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free Poker</strong></td>
<td>5pm @ UniBar, Roundhouse</td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Dance Society: Dance Class</strong></td>
<td>2-3pm @ Arc Dance Studio</td>
<td><strong>Spots or stripes, time to pool it together.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>5-6pm @ Roundhouse</td>
<td><strong>Disney Stu approves.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Boogie Fever is real. Come experience it.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Double Happy Hour</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get rid of that loose change and top off your day with a drink.</td>
<td><strong>Big Gay Moot</strong></td>
<td><strong>It’s a Monday, cheap treat yo’self.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bigger is better. Have double the fun at Double Happy Hour.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4-5pm @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>Winter is coming…</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bigger is better. Have double the fun at Double Happy Hour.</strong></td>
<td><strong>MuSoc Open Mic Night</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any excuse for a study break.</td>
<td><strong>Game of Thrones Trivia</strong></td>
<td><strong>What? Have got a mind sharper than a Valyrian steel blade? Do you think you’ve got a better head on your shoulders than Ned Stark? If you think you can be the Mother of Dragons, or can tell your Harrenhal from Hordor this is the trivia for you! Grab a team of up to eight people, head to the Roundhouse and let the games begin.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Come on… we know you have at least three T Swiz songs up your sleeve.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Free Bible Talk</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4 Freemasons @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>Yes, it’s true. The competition is drawing to a close. Come down and support your fellow UNSW students and dance the week away.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Come on… we know you have at least three T Swiz songs up your sleeve.</strong></td>
<td><strong>D2MG Hip Hop Society: Weekly Jam</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>5-6pm @ Roundhouse</td>
<td><strong>The competition is drawing to a close. Come down and support your fellow UNSW students and dance the week away.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Do more than just learn to dougie.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4-5pm @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>Double Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>5-7pm @ Roundhouse</td>
<td><strong>Yoga</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4-5pm @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>Bigger is better. Have double the fun at Double Happy Hour.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bigger is better. Have double the fun at Double Happy Hour.</strong></td>
<td><strong>$100 for a class course, $17.50 casually</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4-5pm @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs</strong></td>
<td><strong>Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs</strong></td>
<td><strong>Free Bible Talk</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4-5pm @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>MuSoc Open Mic Night</strong></td>
<td><strong>Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs</strong></td>
<td><strong>D2MG Hip Hop Society: Weekly Jam</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
<td>4-5pm @ The Whitehouse</td>
<td><strong>Come on… we know you have at least three T Swiz songs up your sleeve.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Do more than just learn to dougie.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Happy Hour</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Social Science game**
2:30-4:30pm @ Alumni Lawn
You’ve got a little Ronaldo in you.

**D2MG Hip Hop Society: Free Weekly Jam**
3-4pm @ Arc Dance Studio
‘Shake it like a Polaroid picture’

**Happy Hour**
4-5pm @ The Whitehouse
If you’re happy and you know it…

**Ministry of Dance Society: Free Dance Class**
4-6pm @ Arc Dance Studio
Boogie Fever is real. Come experience it.

**UNSW Band Comp Heat 3**
5pm @ Roundhouse
The competition is drawing to a close. Come down and support your fellow UNSW students and dance the week away.

**Double Happy Hour**
5-7pm @ Roundhouse
Bigger is better. Have double the fun at Double Happy Hour.

**CircusSoc Club Cubed**
4-6pm @ Physics Lawn
Get a glimpse at the weirdest and most wonderful society on campus as they fire-twirl, hula-hoop and show you their circus skills.

**Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs**
4-7pm @ Whitehouse

**MuSoc Open Mic Night**
7-9pm @ The Whitehouse
Come on… we know you have at least three T Swiz songs up your sleeve.

**WHAT’S ON WK 11**

**MINISTRY OF DANCE SOCIETY: DANCE CLASS**
2:30pm @ Arc Dance Studio
$5
Disco Stu approves.

**Falun Dafa: Meditation Class**
12pm @ Alumni Lawn
Reduce all that exam stress and anxiety. Clear you mind, relax and feel the calm.

**CLOTHES SWAP & BOOK EXCHANGE**
12-4pm @ Roundhouse
Calling all book worms, fashionistas, hoarders and bargain hunters, the Roundhouse needs your! Find items the 10 best items you’re ok to part with and trade your freshly laundered clothes for Tokens at Arc. With these precious tokens you have a gander at the swap and pick out what you like. Forget shopping, get swapping!

**Theatreports**
1pm @ Roundhouse Marsh Room
THEATRE IS A SPORT!

**Free Pool**
1-3pm @ Roundhouse
Spots or stripes, time to pool it together.

**Social Science game**
2:30-4:30pm @ Alumni Lawn
You’ve got a little Ronaldo in you.

**D2MG Hip Hop Society: Free Weekly Jam**
3-4pm @ Arc Dance Studio
‘Shake it like a Polaroid picture’

**Happy Hour**
4-5pm @ The Whitehouse
If you’re happy and you know it…

**Ministry of Dance Society: Free Dance Class**
4-6pm @ Arc Dance Studio
Boogie Fever is real. Come experience it.

**UNSW Band Comp Heat 3**
5pm @ Roundhouse
The competition is drawing to a close. Come down and support your fellow UNSW students and dance the week away.

**Double Happy Hour**
5-7pm @ Roundhouse
Bigger is better. Have double the fun at Double Happy Hour.

**CircusSoc Club Cubed**
4-6pm @ Physics Lawn
Get a glimpse at the weirdest and most wonderful society on campus as they fire-twirl, hula-hoop and show you their circus skills.

**Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs**
4-7pm @ Whitehouse

**MuSoc Open Mic Night**
7-9pm @ The Whitehouse
Come on… we know you have at least three T Swiz songs up your sleeve.

**WHAT’S ON WK 11**

**MINISTRY OF DANCE SOCIETY: DANCE CLASS**
2:30pm @ Arc Dance Studio
$5
Disco Stu approves.

**Happy Hour**
4-5pm @ The Whitehouse
You’ve gotten through the first two days of the week. You deserve a drink!

**Free Poker**
5pm @ UniBar, Roundhouse
A good night is on the CARDS.

**Big Gay Moot**
5.30pm @ UNSW Business School, Business Lounge
Judges: Hon. Michael Kirby, Zahra Stardust
Reserve place: tiny.cc/biggaymoot

**Happy Hour**
5-6pm @ Roundhouse
Get rid of that loose change and top off your day with a drink.

**Game of Thrones Trivia**
6pm @ Roundhouse, Main Room
Winter is coming…
Have you got a mind sharper than a Valyrian steel blade? Do you think you’ve got a better head on your shoulders than Ned Stark? If you think you can be the Mother of Dragons, or can tell your Harrenhal from Hordor this is the trivia for you! Grab a team of up to eight people, head to the Roundhouse and let the games begin.

**Bible Studies**
11am @ Quad Lawn

**Falun Dafa: Meditation Class**
12pm @ Alumni Lawn
Reduce all that exam stress and anxiety. Clear you mind, relax and feel the calm.

**Clothes Swap and Book Exchange**
12-4pm @ Roundhouse
Calling all book-worms, fashionistas, hoarders and bargain hunters, the Roundhouse needs your! Find items the 10 best items you’re ok to part with and trade your freshly laundered clothes for Tokens at Arc. With these precious tokens you have a gander at the swap and pick out what you like. Forget shopping, get swapping!

**Theatreports**
1pm @ Roundhouse Marsh Room
THEATRE IS A SPORT!

**Free Pool**
1-3pm @ Roundhouse
Spots or stripes, time to pool it together.
Happy Hour  
4-6pm @ The Whitehouse  
Now’s time for your study break.

Happy Hour  
5-6pm @ Roundhouse  
You’ve earned this.

Sunset Acoustic Session  
5-7pm @ The Whitehouse  
Round off your Thursday with some sweet tunes.

Arc Goes To: The NRL  
5.45pm-late  
Cost: $22  
Keen to catch an energy-packed NRL game at 38% off RRP? Come and watch the mighty South Sydney Rabbitohs battle it out against the St George Illawarra Dragons at ANZ Stadium. The cost includes entry to the game, an on-field photo, and a Rabbitohs show bag to take home with you. Glory, glory to South Sydney!  
Buy tickets at arc.unsw.edu.au/fun/arc-goes-to/lo-cal-trips.

Jam in a Jar  
6-11pm @ Roundhouse  
Proudly presented by the Kensington Colleges, Jam in a Jar is a Headspace charity concert showcasing some of Australia’s best up-and-coming musicians. Entry is $30 all ticket proceeds will go to Headspace Australia to support youth mental health. Grab your tickets at eventopia.co/event/Jam-in-a-Jar/324039.

FRI MAY 20

KnitSoc  
10am-12pm @ Quad Lawn  
Can’t knit for sh*t? Learn how to cast on and cast off and everything in between. Needles provided.

Social Soccer game  
2:30-4:30pm @ Alumni Lawn  
Stretch those hamstrings for a (not-so-serious) soccer match.

Ministry of Dance Society: Dance Class  
4.5pm @ Arc Dance Studio  
$5  
Sure there won’t be a conga line to join but you’ll still have plenty of fun.

Happy Hour  
4.5pm @ The Whitehouse  
It’s called Happy Hour for a reason. The perfect recovery after a hectic week.

Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs  
4-6pm @ Sam Cracknell Pavilion  
Nash ‘n’ Harry.

Quidditch Friday Fun Day  
4-6pm @ Physics Lawn  
Potterflash: brooms aren’t meant for sweeping.

Happy Hour  
5-6pm @ Roundhouse  
Warm up with some cheap drinks at Roundhouse.

Sunset Acoustic Session  
5-7pm @ The Whitehouse  
Free live jams.

ALL WEEK

Casual Chess  
Monday-Friday  
10am-5pm @ Quad benches  
From grand master to just learning how to play come down and have a social match.

Justice of the Peace League  
Monday 11-2pm, Tuesday and Wednesday 1-3pm, Thursday 1-4pm.  
@ Arc Clubs Office  
A helpful group of volunteers are here every week of semester to witness, certify and check all your important documents. It’s as easy as just turning up with your documents to be signed.  
See more at arc.unsw.edu.au/help/justices-of-the-peace-league.

Free Live Music  
Tuesday-Friday  
5pm @ Roundhouse  
Why bother with Moshtix when you can watch some free live music at the Roundhouse nearly every single day of the week?
**MON MAY 23**

- **Bible Studies**
  - 11am, 12pm, 1pm and 2pm @ Quad Lawn
- **Free Ping Pong**
  - 2-8pm @ Roundhouse
- **Free Trivia**
  - 4pm @ BeerGarden Roundhouse
  - What is the Greek word for fire?
- **Ministry of Dance Society: Dance Class**
  - 4.5pm @ Arc Dance Studio
  - $5
  - We know you’ve been binging on junk food since sem started to get more intense. Dance off those calories.
- **Happy Hour**
  - 4.5pm @ The Whitehouse
  - Sip on some cheap drinks at Happy Hour, you’ve earned it.
- **Happy Hour**
  - 5pm @ The Whitehouse
  - Get in the semester’s nearly over spirit.
- **CircuSoc: Weekly meeting**
  - 5-10pm @ Physics Lawn
  - Juggle more than uni and a social life.

**TUE MAY 24**

- **KnitSoc: Knitters Circle**
  - 11am-1pm @ Quad Lawn
  - Impress gran with your knitting skills.
- **Bible Studies**
  - 11am and 2pm @ Quad Lawn
- **Free Bible Talk**
  - 12pm @ Colombo C
  - 1pm @ Macauley Theatre (Quad 1027)
- **Veggie Soc Lunch**
  - 12.2pm @ Outside Roundhouse
  - $6 for Arc members, $7 non-Arc members, $5.50 BYO container.
  - Seriously good nosh. Nom nom nom.

**WED MAY 25**

- **Bible Studies**
  - 11am @ Quad Lawn
- **Student Cookbook Launch**
  - 11am-1pm @ Roundhouse
  - A TEDx food curator, free food and the chance to socialise and grab a free book. You’d be crazy to miss the Student Cookbook Launch. Fill that rumbly tum.
- **Falun Dafa: Meditation Class**
  - 12pm @ Alumni Lawn
  - It’s okay to take some time for yourself once in a while.
- **Theatresports**
  - 1pm @ Roundhouse Marsh Room
  - How many theatre-lovers does it take to change a lightbulb? (That’s your cue to improv...)
- **Free Pool**
  - 1.3pm @ Roundhouse
  - Nobody is too cool for pool.
- **Social Soccer game**
  - 2-4pm @ Alumni Lawn
  - Free casual games of soccer where everyone is welcome to play regardless of skill level.
- **D2MG Hip Hop Society: Free Weekly Jam**
  - 3-4pm @ Arc Dance Studio
  - Can’t shake it like Shakira? That’s okay, the Hip Hop Soc can teach you how to spin on your head.
- **Bible Studies**
  - 11am, 12pm, 1pm and 2pm @ Quad Lawn
  - Free Ping Pong
  - 2-8pm @ Roundhouse
- **Free Trivia**
  - 4pm @ BeerGarden Roundhouse
  - What is the Greek word for fire?
- **Ministry of Dance Society: Dance Class**
  - 4-5pm @ Arc Dance Studio
  - $5
  - Dance like you mean it.
- **Quad Games**
  - 2-4pm @ Quad Lawn
  - Find your inner-child and your competitive streak with Quad Games.
- **Happy Hour**
  - 4.5pm @ The Whitehouse
  - Grab a bevvy with your mates.
- **Happy Hour**
  - 5pm @ The Whitehouse
  - Practice your poker face over some seriously cheap drinks.
- **Free Poker**
  - 5pm @ UniBar, Roundhouse
  - Your skills may lie with Uno but you can still try poker! Fake it ’til you make it.
- **Arc Goes To: Indoor Rock Climbing**
  - 5.15-7.30pm
  - Cost: $17
  - Looking to scale new heights? Come and “hang” out with us for an evening of rock climbing at the biggest indoor climbing gym in the southern hemisphere! The cost of this trip includes two hours of climb time, harness hire and a full safety lesson beforehand. Race you to the top! Buy tickets at arc.unsw.edu.au/fun/arc-goes-to/local-trips.
- **ArtsSoc: Topical Tuesday**
  - 6pm @ The Whitehouse
  - The final Topical Tuesday for S1. Topical Tuesdays are a low-key, round table discussion where students can engage with interesting, relevant and exciting conversation.
- **Free Trivia**
  - 6pm @ The Whitehouse
  - What kind of orange is used to flavour Earl Grey tea?
**Thu**

**MAY 26**

**Bible Studies**
11am and 2pm @ Quad Lawn

**Yoga**
12-1pm @ Robert Webster
$100 for 6 class course, $17.50 casually
Breathe in and out. Semester’s nearly over.

**Free Bible Talk**
12pm @ Elec Eng 418
1pm @ CLEBI

**D2MG Hip Hop Society: Weekly Jam**
2-3pm @ Arc Dance Studio
$5
Show off that Running Man, it’s still cool, we promise.

**Happy Hour**
4-6pm @ The Whitehouse
Happy is finally here. Enjoy.

**Happy Hour**
5-6pm @ Roundhouse
Show Pharrell Williams what ‘Happy’ really means.

**Sunset Acoustic Session**
5-7pm @ The Whitehouse
Chill out and catch some seriously good vibes.

---

**Fri**

**MAY 27**

**KnitSoc**
10am-12pm @ Quad Lawn
Knitting isn’t just for nannas and hipsters, that stereotype is SEW last year.

**Social Soccer Game**
2:30-4:30pm @ Alumni Lawn
You dribble, you shoot, you SCOREEEE!

**Ministry of Dance Society: Dance Class**
4-5pm @ Arc Dance Studio
$5
Got ‘Canned Heat’ in your heels?

**Happy Hour**
4-5pm @ The Whitehouse
Get down at the classiest bar on campus.

---

**Quidditch Friday Fun Day**
4-6pm @ Physics Lawn
DITCH that uni work and get the relaxing ROWLING with Quidditch.

**Blitz Radio Live Broadcast ft. Live DJs**
4-6pm @ Sam Cracknell Pavillion
Nash ‘n’ Harry.

**Happy Hour**
5-6pm @ Roundhouse
Only one more week of uni. #goodtimes.

**Sunset Acoustic Session**
5-7pm @ The Whitehouse
Zone out to some classic acoustic tunes.

**Latin Dance Society:**
**Free Samba de Gafieira Workshop**
6pm @ Webster 332
Feel sexy as hell with a free Samba workshop that ‘ll get your booty shakin’.

---

**ALL WEEK**

**NUTS Presents ‘War Crimes’**
Tuesday May 24- Sat May 28
7pm @ Studio One
One morning, Jade wakes up bruised and bleeding on the beach. She thinks she’s alone but someone is watching her. Set in a forgotten coastal town, ‘War Crimes’ tells the gripping story of five teenagers who have fallen through the cracks of society, fighting to earn their respect and leave their mark by any means possible. Grab your tickets at facebook.com/events/1739190449628519

**Casual Chess**
Monday-Friday
10am-5pm @ Quad benches
From grand master to just learning how to play come down and have a social match.

**Justice of the Peace League**
Monday 11-2pm, Tuesday and Wednesday 1-3pm, Thursday 1-4pm.
@ Arc Clubs Office
A helpful group of volunteers are here every week of semester to witness, certify and check all your important documents. It’s as easy as just turning up with your documents to be signed. See more at arc.unsw.edu.au/help/justices-of-the-peace-league.

**Free Live Music**
Tuesday-Friday
5pm @ Roundhouse
There’s nothing better than free live music.
Vivid Sydney is back for the eighth time with more than 60 illuminating displays, an electric jellyfish and a heart-shaped love-o-meter, ready to deliver expressions of love during those really awkward moments.

Start your journey at the Martin Place Fountain (which live streams the global birth rate with human water droplets) and grab a bite to eat before you take a stroll through The Royal Botanic Garden. Leave your mid-year existential crisis behind at the Sentiment Cocoon, before fighting the inevitable crowds as you tackle the Vivid Light Walk across the Harbour foreshore and The Rocks. (Pro-tip: Go on a weeknight if you can.)

Pat a crocodile light sculpture and get up close and personal with a funnel-web spider at Taronga Zoo – although we can’t guarantee you’ll get a good night’s rest afterwards. If that’s not for you, check out the Laser Dragon Water Theatre at Darling Harbour with the world’s first water screen mounted on a 13m robotic arm.

So grab your friends and get ready to bring some light into your life.

By Sarah Wu
TV

SAYS SONAAL MEDIRATTA

So just like winter another Game of Thrones season is coming and the classic debate of book vs. TV begins.

Akin to the commencement of every GOT season prior, you book lovers are probably going to be like ‘Omg the books are amazing,’ ‘Omg the TV show can’t compete to the power of imagination’ and ‘Omg George R.R. Martin is so god damn sexy’. Well book lovers, season six is here and where is your beloved ‘Winds of Winter’ now, huh?

Sure for us TV-lovers out there, the one-year wait can be excruciating but when we see you nerds waiting four years at a time, we feel more at peace with the agonising cliff-hangers Game of Thrones leaves us with. Sure our imaginations are an infinite space that can’t be mimicked by Hollywood tricks but there’s no denying the combination of HBO production, the powers of CGI today and some amazing acting come close and do a pretty amazing job.

The most imperative point is the social cred you earn from watching the show. Even lecturers have been known to lay down a Game of Thrones reference once in a while. Sure book-lovers can bask in the idea of having spoilers and blackmail material over their now inexistent friends, but I assure you, there is nothing better than getting a group of friends/families/cats together on a Monday night, reveling (but usually grieving) in the captivating HBO series.
PHIL

PHIL DOES GOOD.
WILL YOU?

arc.unsw.edu.au/phil
When they killed off Sherlock in the season two finale, I felt my heart be hurled off the roof and onto the ground with his body. Our favourite character’s fate lies in the hands of cruel, cruel writers. Game of Thrones fans are probably experts (with their now cold, emotionless and empty hearts) in terms of handling fictional character grief. You might think you’ve been numb from feeling sorrow when your favourite character dies but there’ll always be a time you need this advice. Trust me, not matter how many times you’ve seen Marley (Marley & Me) die, you’ll never cease to shed a tear.

**TALKING HELPS**

The first thing you want to do is validate that what you’re feeling is actually real. Snapchat, message or drive to your friends place to talk all your feelings out. If even then you’re not satisfied with how things ended, come up with theories of how they can come back. Don’t rule them coming back completely, it’s happened before with the iconic returns of Gandalf, Aslan and Harry Potter. Make like Journey and ‘Don’t Stop Believin’.

**WRITING FANFICTION**

Create your own alternate ending if you just can’t accept that your favourite character may never return. Bring your beloved back to life because, they are in fact, fictional. A friend’s personal experience was when he tried to get over Khal Drogo, he resorted to reading fanfiction where everyone was a dwarf except Tyrion.

**CONTINUE TO WATCH THE SHOW AND HATE IT**

The characters on the show have moved on, but you clearly haven’t. If boycotting the show is not an option, sit through the anger and the pain if you want. But a world without your favourite character is no world at all and it’s time you started a new show.

---

**WEIRD DATING APPS**

By Charlotte Good sir

---

**CARROT**

When you want nice things but you don’t want the commitment of a sugar daddy/mummy there’s Carrot. Basically, the app lets women/men around you compete for a chance to date you and “win” whatever gift you’re offering. This might sound a little bit like bribery, but... yeah, no, it’s actually bribery.

**SOCK-IT**

You all know the drill. Having a great time with someone at the Roundhouse party and you take them back to your sweet (no-parent) crib at The Village, terrified of when your room mates come home. This sweet app let’s everyone know when things are getting a little steamy so they don’t interrupt you, or acts as a great way to irritate them into thinking you’re actually cool.

**BRISTLR**

Do you have a beard? Do you want to date someone who has a beard? Are you sick of going to Newtown looking for bearded men? Look no further than Bristlr, a dating app and website for bearded men and the people who prefer facial hair. We’re serious, it has over 100,000 registered users.

**LUXY**

Doing a law degree? You can start using this app in about 10 years. Luxy is a dating app geared toward millionaires, supernovas, celebs, CEOs and others in the 1%, and once described itself as “Tinder, minus the poor people”. New users to Luxy will be prompted to select their favourite high-end brands such as Prada, Gucci, and Cartier. Your favourites show up at the bottom of your profile so that when you’re shopping for a date, you can bond over your preferred brands.

**EQUESTRIAN CUPID**

Do you remember that girl that was really obsessed with horses in primary school? Like, really, really obsessed. This would be her jam. It’s basically OkCupid but for horse lovers. So if you’re a cowboy or cowgirl better download this app and you can have your own saddle club.

**BURRIT-OH!**

An honourable mention to this sneaky app from April Fool’s Day this year. An app that doesn’t match your age or smoker status, but the things that really count in these fleeting moments we call life — burrito fillings. That’s right, a dating site based off of the one thing you really care about. Black beans? Brown or white rice? The big questions. And don’t even get me started on guacamole. We know it’s the stuff of dreams; maybe it’s the stuff of love as well.

---

Well that’s it from us here at lonely hearts HQ, if this hasn’t helped you at all try downloading Angry Birds, or Flappy Bird or Candy Crush… just don’t send me anymore Facebook invites about it.
Blitz caught up with Janie, the youngest person to have interned at the UN (then aged 18). She told us about how the internship changed her completely.

How does it feel knowing you’re the youngest person to have ever interned at the UN?
Incredible. More than happiness, I just felt honoured. Every day, all I could think was ‘Okay, you have to take full advantage of this’. It was pretty intimidating because everyone was older than me but I’m more grateful than anything.

What was one experience that really blew your mind?
I was given an opportunity to make a speech at the UN, in front of the big room. It was only two minutes because they don’t give a lot of time to 18 year olds but I got to speak about whatever I wanted, which was Israel violating international law. I was so nervous, but it was the best.

What were your main challenges and how did you overcome them?
All my friends and family at home were so supportive. Some of the challenges included the commute, I wasn’t living in Geneva but just over the border in France. Via public transport it takes three and a half hours to get both there and back. I was tired every single day and doing the internship alongside my university work which I was submitting online. It was just bedlam, the whole four weeks.

Tell us about Swiss culture.
They’re so reserved. Coming from Australia, it was a big shock. You don’t smile when you walk past people in the street, they don’t eat very much, another shock for me, they’re also very sophisticated and just emit this aura of class.

How has this opportunity changed you?
I honestly don’t recognise the girl who left Australia. I’ll never take that for granted. Talking to so many different people there helped me to hone in on what I want to do after university. It was an honour to be surrounded by intelligent people in such a progressive place.

What are your future plans?
I want to finish my undergraduate degree and then either do postgraduate law in Sydney or London because I eventually want to practise in England. That’s my plan for now but you never know what’s going to happen.

RAPID FIRE

FONDUE OR SWISS CHOCOLATE?
Fondue.

BEST PART OF SWISS CULTURE?
The manners.

WEIRDEST THING YOU SAW WHILE OVERSEAS?
A man on the tube in just underwear and long, over-the-knee socks.

By Genevieve Gao

SPEAKING UP
WITH JANIE ABIHARB

By Serena Dong
Lyss Menaker of asklyss.com reaches out to troubled teens while juggling her Psychology and Criminology double major at UNSW. Blitz sat down with her to talk about her troubled past and her plans for a YouTube channel.

How did your past experience with bullying lead to the creation of asklyss.com?
When I was 14 I got into a modeling agency and people were like “Omg how can you be in modeling?” and then a running joke started by a group of girls who became cool and other people joined in, which spread to most of my year except the small group of friends that I had. Now I want to reach more people and introduce the idea that teenagers can talk to me even though they don’t know who I am and do it anonymously.

Have you ever felt overwhelmed by the number of responses you receive?
Yes, at first I would get one a month but when Dolly interviewed me, it blew up and there were a lot of people asking me questions. I had my own problems and uni work and other things going on, so it was really hard to balance it all but, yeah, I just did somehow.

What’s the craziest question you’ve ever received?
The suicidal ones are crazy because you realise that there are people out there who really do need your help and are in a life or death situation. You would feel overwhelmed in how to deal with that and having no qualifications. And you definitely feel a sense of responsibility. You could think you are giving them casual advice but they could really listen and take it to heart. Like if they really have no-one and they rely on you, it is a huge responsibility.

Have you ever received a question that is too difficult to answer?
The most difficult would be ones that I’ve never experienced, like when a woman asked me about divorce. I never understand what they’re going through. Eating disorders too. I don’t want to come across as ‘I know exactly how you feel’ because I don’t. So I find other people’s real life situations and work that into my personal advice.

Is there a bigger plan for asklyss.com?
Dr Phil is a really big influence. I really want to have my own TV show one day. I have been talking to TV producers who are interested in what I have written but they want to see me do it in video. So I’m working on a YouTube channel and focusing on discussing social issues that affect teenagers like self-harm and things which people are shy to talk about. I don’t really watch YouTube much but I know that the Tyra Banks show, and she is not really a psychologist, but she still brought awareness to issues. So it made me realise how I don’t have to wait till I’m qualified to start something.

RAPID FIRE

ONE SONG YOU’LL NEVER GROW TIRED OF?
‘Bills’ by Lunchmoney Lewis

WHAT’S YOUR PERSONALITY AS AN ICE-CREAM FLAVOUR?
Salted caramel, it’s sweet and predictable but has elements that are a bit salty and surprising.

WHAT’S YOUR LEAST FAVOURITE WORD?
‘Cashews’ because I’m allergic.

WHAT ARE TWO COLOURS THAT SHOULDN’T MIX?
Red and yellow. I think of McDonalds and it irritates me.

Exams are approaching, winter is coming and One Direction may not reunite until 2020, if at all!

There are a million reasons why you may be feeling down and often you may feel that no-one else could possibly understand you or the way that you are feeling. There is no problem too small to discuss, nor any reason you should face these problems alone.

Here to Hear is a confidential support service for UNSW students. Volunteers are available from 9pm to 7am online and on the phone to chat, listen and help. As a non-advisory service, they won’t tell you what you have to do, but instead will talk with you to help you come up with your next step or just to offer an ear to listen and a friendly chat.

The Here to Hear volunteers never judge you or your situation and proudly hold no political, religious, moral or sexual bias. What makes this service unique? It is run by UNSW students for UNSW students. However, all parties remain anonymous. This means that you can talk freely without having to give your name or any contact details.

Group project induced stress is a real thing. Sadness can be caused by Shonda Rhimes killing off yet another of your favourite TV characters. Frustration at not being at Coachella this year is totally valid.

If you have anything at all that you want to talk through, call 9385 4832 or visit heretohear.arc.unsw.edu.au.
Violent Soho isn’t messing around with WACO. Opening with an innocuous melody plucked by clean guitars, the album erupts with distorted guitar, beating your eardrums into submission. The band continues this dynamic for much of the album, taking notes directly from the Pixies playbook.

Although, Violent Soho sticks to a rigid framework throughout, the record refrains from monotony. From the unthemed efforts of ‘Viceroy’ and ‘Like Soda’ to closing track, ‘Low’, the band keeps you on your toes while maintaining their 90s grunge aesthetic.

Lyrically the band doesn’t go far beyond loosely woven metaphors about blankets, waves and cookie cutters, remaining as self-conscious as the teenage audience they’re catering to.

Because of WACO’s repetition, if you aren’t taken, by the first song, you probably won’t appreciate the rest of the album. I would have preferred more risks taken on the project, but there’s enough nuance to engage you.

GRADE: DISTINCTION

LONDON HAS FALLEN
BY YAELE BRENDER

The premise of London Has Fallen is that the British prime minister has ‘mysteriously’ died and his funeral is a must-attend event for all world leaders including American President, Asher, and his sidekick, Secret Service Agent, Banning.

A potentially talented cast (Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart and Morgan Freeman) is trapped in a xenophobic nightmare filled with crass exploitation, terrible dialogue and dreadful CGI.

The script is a toxic stew of rampant prejudice and the jokes fall flat, Asher and Banning sharing cringe-worthy quips at every turn. At one point, Asher jokes about Banning coming out of the closet as he literally steps out of a closet.

Despite its dogmatic overtones, the film is basically a cheesy, boring highlight reel of gunfire and explosions masquerading as a political thriller. It’s dull, monotonous and repetitive and seems to drag on far longer than its 100-minute runtime.

GRADE: FAIL

UnREAL
BY MEGAN BAEHNSCH

Reality TV has crazy characters and unparalleled drama, it’s genre that can only be described as a rollercoaster ridden by regular people doing extreme things. What we don’t see is what goes on behind the scenes and that’s where UnREAL comes in. What unfolds behind the camera turns out to be much more exciting than the edited package that screens on TV.

UnREAL follows Producer Rachel as she works on Everlasting, a cheap reality TV that echoes The Bachelor. After a meltdown last season, she will do anything to create a good show, manipulating her cast to mastermind an outrageous drama. While employed as the puppet master of this (not-so-real) reality TV show, Rachel deals with her ex-boyfriend working beside her, a British playboy looking for love and a whole house of women that will stop at nothing to be his Cinderella.

The show is complex, exploring deep issues and shining a light on how the industry creates characters and drama rather than showing ‘real’ people (but don’t worry it still has plenty of comedic value). Season one is an absolute smash with season two hitting your screens soon, just in time for you to procrastinate during exam period.

GRADE: HIGH DISTINCTION

TV
GROOVIN THE MOO MAITLAND
BY GENEVIEVE GAO AND VICTORIA SAULE
From epic crowd sing-alongs to the perfect mix of dance, soul and blues, Groovin The Moo proved yet again why it’s one of our longest standing music fests (and the only one where cow onesies and beanies are acceptable). triple j Unearthed winners, Eat Your Heart Out, came out swinging with a quality garage rock sound. Next up was Harts who had clear blues influences and a Michael Jackson-esque falsetto. A stirring tribute to Prince and showmanship that included playing guitar from the back of his head made his set a HARTfelt one.

We knew that vocal powerhouse Lizzy Plapinger from MS MR was a vibrant character just from chatting with her and that translated into one of the fest’s highlights. Alison Wonderland blessed the crowd with the hyperactive storm of energy that makes her such a brilliant live EDM artist. Aside from all too frequent faux-emotive, semi-motivational speeches about the meaning of her songs, fans were treated to showers of glitter, confetti and a surprise cello solo by Alison herself. Overall, a solid end to the festival.

GRADE: HIGH DISTINCTION

WILDFLOWER
BY PAIGE MCGRATH
If you’re in need of some good old life inspo, look no further than beloved child star and long-time Hollywood sweetheart, Drew Barrymore’s, latest literary escapade. Known for her troubled childhood resulting in rehab at the tender age of 14 and no longer the ‘little girl lost’, Barrymore shares the trials and triumphs of her forty plus years.

The mother of two shares nostalgic anecdotes about her jealousy of bestie Cameron Diaz’s hotness (who can blame her?!), crashing a motorhome into a petrol station and her years as an angst-filled teenager.

Barrymore has turned her growing pains into wise life lessons and her down-to-earth, optimistic outlook is sure to inspire you to finish that damn essay you’ve been putting off forever. Just be sure to have the tissues handy when she mentions her beloved dogs and (now ex) husband.

GRADE: DISTINCTION
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So did a handful of inappropriate moshers, some sound issues and a little mud do anything to kill the sunny vibes? Not at all.
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UNSW EATS

APPLE CINNAMON ROSES
By Elisha Ma

Instead of heading to UNSW’s IGA for your late night sugar hit, why not try your hand at making your own sweets. This recipe is incredibly simple to make yet it looks really elegant and sophisticated! It is a sure-fire way to wow your study group and get you through the week.

PREP TIME: 20 MINS  COOK TIME: 50 MINS  DIFFICULTY: EASY

INGREDIENTS
1 tsp oil, for greasing
500 ml water
2 tsp lemon juice
3 apples, halved and cored
2 sheets puff pastry, thawed
6 tsp apricot preserve (or any other jam)
4 tsp water
1 tsp cinnamon
1/2 tsp brown sugar
Icing sugar (optional)

DIRECTIONS
1. Preheat your oven to 200°C and grease a muffin tray with oil. Then half-fill a medium-sized bowl with water and add lemon juice.
2. Cut the apples into thin slices (approx. 2mm thick) and place them in the bowl of water. Then microwave the apples for 5 mins or until tender and drain the water.
3. In a separate bowl, mix the apricot preserve with water.
4. Dust the work surface with flour and lightly flatten the pastry using a rolling pin.
5. Divide the pastry evenly into 10 strips and spread with the apricot mixture.
6. Place 7-9 apple slices on the long side of a strip, overlapping each other with the skin-side facing up. Fold the pastry lengthways to cover the bottoms of the apple slices.
7. Roll the pastry from the short end tightly so that it forms a rose shape.
8. Place the rose into the muffin tray and sprinkle cinnamon and sugar on top. Repeat with the remaining pastry and apple slices.
9. Place a pan of water at the bottom of the oven to prevent the roses from burning. Bake the roses for 30-45 mins or until golden.
10. Dust with icing sugar and serve.

CHICKEN KARAHI
By Saad Ahmed

With the Student Cookbook Launch returning to the Roundhouse May 25, we decided to give you a sneak peak of some of the mouth-watering dishes, served up by our own UNSW students. This one is the perfect dish to impress your family with and to convince them that they raised you right.

PREP TIME: 15 MINS  COOK TIME: 50 MINS  DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM

Ingredients
1 kg chicken thigh fillets, fat and skin removed, chopped into large pieces
25g garam masala
1 tsp kashmiri chilli powder or chilli powder
2 tsp yoghurt
6 tsp vegetable oil
1/2 kg tomatoes, finely chopped
2 onions, chopped
2 garlic cloves, minced
1 knob of ginger, finely chopped
1 bunch coriander, chopped
1/4 red capsicum, roughly chopped
2 green chillies, chopped

DIRECTIONS
1. Mix the chicken, spices and yoghurt in a bowl.
2. Heat 1 tsp oil on medium heat in a frying pan, add tomatoes and cook until the tomatoes become a paste. Then remove the tomatoes from the heat.
3. Next add the onions into the pan, frying the onions in 5 tsp oil on medium heat until golden brown. Add the ginger, garlic, tomatoes and chicken to the onions and mix well.
4. Cover the pan and cook the mix on medium heat for 10 mins. Then uncover the pan and let the mix cook for 15 mins.
5. Remove the chicken pieces from the pan and place them in a bowl. Let the mix cool for a few minutes until it becomes a thick, moist paste without any large pieces of tomato or onion.
6. Then place the chicken back in the pan and add the capsicum and green chillies into the mix on medium heat, with the pan cover for 1 min.
7. Garnish the mix with coriander and serve hot with rice.
It’s time to get physical and we’re not talking fluro leotards and leg warmers. If you’re looking to improve your general fitness, find new friends, or just want to kick a ball around, Arc Sport is the place to be. You’ll feel like a kid again with heaps of space to throw, skip and jump your way into fun times, fitness and friendships.

Arc Sport has over 30 sporting clubs for you gym junkies or novelty newbies, from AFL to windsurfing. If you’re just in it for the good times, you can sign up for social sport! Pull together your wolf pack or dive in alone and start feeling the good vibes over some friendly competition.

If that’s too much of a commitment, never fear, Sam Cracknell pavilion is here! You can rent any sporting equipment you like FOR FREE with your trusty student ID and Arc sticker.

Want to kiss goodbye the Mi Goreng and learn how to eat well on a budget? Check out the Wellness Series at arc.unsw.edu.au/play/wellness-series.
PUZZLES

MAZE CRAZE

SUDOKU

1 2 4 5 7 8
3 6 9

4 6 2 3 5 1
8 9 7 2

5 7 3 8 2 6
9 1 3

HUB WORDS

How many words can you make from the letters in the wheel? Each word must contain the hub letter.

CONNECT THE DOTS
EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS DISCOUNTS

**Rockit Record Players**
Order by phone and receive 10% off all accessories including speakers, record cases, headphone and needles.

**Simply Cushions**
Order by phone and receive 10% off storewide.

**Bask Picnic Rugs**
Order by phone and receive 10% off storewide.

**Drift Travel Wallets**
Order by phone and receive 10% off storewide.

**Fair & Square Removals**
10% discount off all services and moving materials.

**Bean Bags R Us**
10% off store wide. Enter promo code UNSW1015 at checkout.

**Cha Time**
Free upsize or 1 Free Topping with any regular cold drink purchase.

**MeU**
1st month free AND free SIM delivery.

SHOW YOUR Arc STICKER AT ANY OF THESE FINE RETAILERS AND ENJOY THE PERKS. VISIT arc.unsw.edu.au/discounts for more.

SEE WEBSITE FOR THE FULL LIST AND TERMS & CONDITIONS: arc.unsw.edu.au/benefits
DO YOU WATCH GAME OF THRONES?
Yes. I really like what’s her face... the queen of dragons! That’s a lie. I like The Hound who’s got half his face mashed off.

DO YOU LIKE TO COOK?
I tried to one time and it was hazardous for everyone involved.

DO YOU USE DATING APPS?
Yes. I do. It’s been a mixed experience. I had to wade through tears to find that diamond in the rough and it turns out he bro-zoned me anyway. Can you put in the magazine that I hang out at the Roundhouse a lot?

DO YOU WATCH GAME OF THRONES?
Yeah. I haven’t watched it in a while. What’s that woman’s name? The dragon queen or whatever he name is. Daenerys, because she’s a strong woman.

DO YOU LIKE TO COOK?
I do. Not to bake, but I do like cooking. I like Mexican. I like to cook Mexican foods. Anything that has corn in it or tacos, things like that.

DO YOU USE DATING APPS?
Definitely not. I have a girlfriend so if I did have any dating apps I’d be in trouble. "Laughter".

DO YOU WATCH GAME OF THRONES?
I watched it when everyone else did. I really loved the prominent female characters and how they had prominent roles. They were very interesting and gripped me.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE RECIPE?
I’m gonna enter the famous, the infamous caramel slice. It’s actually so, so good. I should just make it and hand it around uni.

DO YOU USE DATING APPS?
I know a couple of friends at school would get it to make friends. Like to meet people and meet new people. They’d want to see people in the area.

DO YOU WATCH GAME OF THRONES?
My parents do and I saw them watching a sex scene and thought ‘what am I doing with life?’ I’ve been turned off from Game of Thrones ever since. I’m scarred.

DO YOU LIKE TO COOK?
I don’t cook much. But I love pasta. I love pasta. Any pasta, I don’t know why but I love pasta. I could eat it every day.

DO YOU USE DATING APPS?
I have two friends that met each other through Tinder. Now he’s got a girlfriend and we don’t know what’s up with her. It’s sad, it’s like Romeo and Juliet.

DO YOU WATCH GAME OF THRONES?
Yes. My favourite character is Arya, she has balls and she just gets the job done and doesn’t whine about it.

DO YOU LIKE TO COOK?
I try to cook but I’m not the best at it. If I do, I cook pasta because it’s such an easy student food to do. Just cut up some tomatoes and chuck them in.

DO YOU USE DATING APPS?
I have friends who have Tinder and not for dating purposes, just to laugh at people. I don’t have any personally though.
IT’S THE FINAL COUNTDOWN TO

THE LAST ROUND
AT OUR HOUSE

31 MAY - 03 JUNE
WE’RE RINGING THE BELL FOR THE LAST TIME AT THE ROUNDHOUSE AS YOU KNOW IT! HELP US CELEBRATE THE END OF AN ERA WITH A WEEK OF GOOD TIMES

TUES
ROLLE DISCO

WED
HOT DUB TIME MACHINE

THUR
FULL MOON END OF SESSION PARTY

FRI
FEAR FACTORY

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

GET IN QUICK FOR THE LAST ROUND
UNSWROUNDHOUSE.COM

Roundhouse encourages the responsible service of alcohol 18+ only, valid identification required upon entry